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U.S. Army Transition Strategic Outreach (TSO) 

                Program Overview & Talking Points 

The Army Talent Pipeline 
 

The U.S. Army Transition Strategic Outreach (TSO) Office is the primary conduit for 
Employers, and Industry, to access the Army Talent Pipeline.  Our staff of strategically-focused 
professionals serves as the Army’s preferred point-of-contact for Businesses and Hiring 
Managers – thereby facilitating the connection between transitioning Soldiers and potential job 
opportunities.  We help Employers “navigate” the Army’s reintegration network by developing 
lasting Industry relationships.  This targeted effort then builds the foundation for numerous           
long-term, value-added synergies between the business community and the Army. 
 

For Employers 
 

The Army provides Employers with a labor pool rich in resources.  Our Soldiers offer today’s 
most sought-after talents and skill-sets: proven leadership, dedicated discipline, and a strong 
work ethic.  Soldiers are uniquely equipped to adapt to any situation in today’s fast-paced, high-
stress working environment.  They are innovative, diverse, motivated, tech-savvy, and eager to 
take personal initiative.  Soldiers are ready to solve tough problems while thinking 
independently.  They embrace collaboration, adaptability, integrity, and a culture of continuous 
learning.  Soldiers display the ultimate in corporate citizenship and are truly dynamic members 
of a team.    
 

Employers have found that Army-specific occupational specialties actually do translate to the 
core-competencies needed in the civilian sector.  As members of the workforce, transitioning 
Soldiers provide maximum shareholder value to companies and organizations worldwide.   
 

Many Employers are also eligible for tax credits by hiring transitioning Soldiers as well as 
disabled Veterans who may be out of work.  As a result of new federal legislation, the 
Government offers substantial tax benefits when hiring Soldiers and those disabled Veterans 
recently unemployed.  In addition, there are hundreds of State and National grants available to 
businesses seeking to target Veterans for employment opportunities.  
 

Why use TSO?  We drive “The Fusion Cell.”   
 

As a “one-stop-shop,” the TSO office establishes a seamless, coordinated flow of information 
between Employers, our transition assistance Supporters (a.k.a. “The Fusion Cell”), and 
Active Duty, Reserve, and National Guard Soldiers.  Fusion Cell Supporters include Army 
Commands and Directorates, Military and Veteran-centric programs, and Federal / Civic / State 
and Educational organizations.  Weekly Fusion Cell meetings are crucial for our collective 
efforts to connect Employers to Transitioning Soldiers. Attendees share valuable information 
including current initiatives and the way ahead.  TSO also uses this opportunity to obtain, and 
disseminate – via the Army Career and Alumni Program (ACAP) Facebook and worldwide 
network of ACAP Counseling Centers – any new Fusion Cell hiring-opportunities, posted job 
announcements, and advisories of upcoming engagements.  

EFFECTIVE: 030113   
 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Human+Resources+Command&view=detail&id=663940DC7EBBA27EB97FB760476E37C674B9AD28
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H2H.Jobs 
 

A key facilitative tool, and a tremendous resource for Employers, is “Hero 2 Hired” (H2H.jobs).  
This web site provides hiring managers with direct access to qualified candidates who already 
have background checks and security clearances.  
 

Proven analysis has shown that Employers initially struggle to match job requirements, and 
industry standards, with Army MOS skills and training equivalents.  Similarly, many Veterans do 
not understand civilian job-skill terminology and titles.  H2H leverages a unique military-to-
civilian skill-translation technology that matches the talents of Soldiers to civilian jobs. The result 
is a fast, accurate match to jobs…plus an immediate recognition when additional, Credential-
training or Certifications are required by certain institutions.  Employers interested in promoting 
their company and posting job opportunities for transitioning Soldiers are encouraged to click on 
https://h2h.jobs/employers.   
 
Bullet Points 

 

 Transition Strategic Outreach (TSO) develops relationships between                  

Industry Employers and Army Transition Stakeholders in order to connect 

Employers to Transitioning Soldiers from all Army components: Active Duty, National 

Guard, and Reserve.  
 

- Chain of Command: TAG / HRC / ARMY G-1   

- Launch Date: August of 2012 

- U.S. Army Transition Strategic Outreach Office 
2530 Crystal Drive, Suite #3167 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 

- Phone: (703) 695-5418 

- Website: www.hrc.army.mil/ArmyTalentPipeline 
 

 Central to the heart of connecting Employers to Transitioning Soldiers: the TSO Office 

fuses together the various efforts of our Army Transition Stakeholders (the 

“Fusion Cell”) – while creating a seamless, coordinated flow of information. 
 

 The Fusion Cell includes: Army Commands and Directorates, Military and Veteran-

centric programs, and Federal / State / Civic / Educational organizations. 

 The Army’s Transition Strategic Outreach office serves as the single point of contact for 
industry leaders, facilitating the connection between transitioning Soldiers and potential 
employers.  An example of the work the Transition Strategic Outreach office – by 
involving a key member of the Fusion Cell – was the recent Coca-Cola “Corporate 
Leadership Council” (CLC) & Industry Supporters Summit held on 25 Feb 13 in 
Washington, DC. 
 

 Endstate:  Employers benefit from a solid Pipeline to Army Talent.  Via the benefits, 
reach, and collaborative effort of the Fusion Cell, transitioning Soldiers are connected 
with those companies who are actively seeking their talents and skill-sets.  These 
Employers then have a long-term, value-added relationship with Army.  
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